IIHMR Delhi is a renowned international Health Management Institute offering world class quality education and research in healthcare and allied fields. IIHMR Delhi has carved out a niche for itself through its cutting-edge curriculum, accomplished faculty, academic rigor and policy relevant research.

PGDM (Hospital and Health Management)

Specialisation in
- Health Management
- Hospital Management
- Health Information Technology

38 YEARS OF LEGACY
• HEALTHCARE EDUCATION
• RESEARCH
• TRAINING

PGDM 2023–25
EQUIVALENT TO MBA DEGREE OF AN INDIAN UNIVERSITY BY AIU

ACADEMICS
EXTRA CURRICULAR
LIBRARY

UPTO 25% STUDENTS GET SCHOLARSHIP EVERY YEAR

TOP RECRUITERS
- EY
- Deloitte
- PwC
- Accenture
- Capgemini
- UNICEF

HIGHEST PACKAGE ₹24.7 LPA
AVERAGE PACKAGE ₹5.6 LPA

GLOBAL COLLABORATIONS
- Imperial College London
- University of Oxford
- Boston University
- World Health Organization

APPLY ONLINE
VISIT apply.iihmrdelhi.edu.in/pgdm
OR SCAN THE QR CODE

+91–7428895912, 8448839790
+91–8448839780, 7428895911
admissionsiihmrdelhi@iihmrdelhi.edu.in